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OPALS: optical parallel array logic system
Jun Tanida and Yoshiki Ichioka
A new optical-digital computing system called OPALS (optical parallel array logic system) is presented.
OPALS can execute various parallel neighborhood operations such as cellular logic as well as parallel logical
operations for 2-D sampled objects. The system has the ability to perform iterative operations. OPALS is
systemized, centering on the optical logic method using image coding and optical correlation techniques. The
concept of array logic plays an important role in designing the OPALS, and new optical techniques for
constructing the OPALS are proposed.
made.
1. Introduction
The main motivation of recent studies of optical-dig-
ital computing is the increasing interest in developing
a new parallel computing system capable of processing
large amounts of data at high speed. The advantage of
optics is the capability of high-speed parallel process-
ing of structured data; that of digital electronics is
flexibility. Thus a parallel computing system making
good use of the features of both optics and digital
electronics will be a powerful tool in the field of infor-
mation processing in future. Research on optical com-
puting covers a wide variety of fields; e.g., studies on
parallel logical gate devices,1 optical bistability, 2 seek-
ing of novel concepts of optical-digital computers. 3 4
The paper by Sawchuk and Strand3 is an excellent
review of the field of optical-digital computing.
We developed a method of optically implementing
parallel logical operations.5 The method basically uti-
lized the techniques of image coding and optical corre-
lation by a shadow-casting system. Taking note of the
analogy between the optical method of implementing
logic gates and the concept of array logic,6 we have
constructed a new optical-digital computing system
capable of executing various neighborhood opera-
tions.7 8 Named optical parallel array logic system, or
OPALS, this optical-digital computing system con-
sists of parallel processing units based on array logic
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Using these techniques, a pure optical version of the OPALS can be
implemented by optical and/or electronic techniques.
The system can also perform cellular logic9 with its
feedback loop.
To realize the OPALS, however, electronic tech-
niques had to be used for image coding and data feed-
back. Although such a hybrid system is practical, it
cannot be expected to handle massive amounts of data.
To overcome this drawback, making a pure optical
version of the OPALS that can deal with a large
amount of data in parallel has been anticipated.
In this paper we propose one realizable optical ver-
sion of the OPALS, which might be a prototype for
future optical-digital computing systems. First, we
illustrate the concepts of optical array logic and the
OPALS and clarify the difference between the OPALS
and conventional computing systems. Then we pre-
sent a dynamic coding method and a dynamic correla-
tion technique available for implementing optical ar-
ray logic. Finally, we show an achievable version of
the OPALS.
II. Concept of Optical Parallel Array Logic System
Earlier we presented a method of optically imple-
menting parallel logic operations by using an image
coding technique and optical correlations Here we
summarize that method using a simple example.
Figure 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating the par-
allel logical operation. Input objects are two discrete
binary ones (column 1), coded into a single coded ob-
ject. Coding is the process of replacing corresponding
pixels in the two input objects by a specific code pat-
tern according to the combination of their pixel values.
Figure 2 shows the relationship between code patterns
and the combination of pixel values. All pixels in the
input objects are coded into any one of four code pat-
terns in Fig. 2 (column 2).
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Fig. 1. Illustrative diagram of an optical method of implementing
parallel logical operations.
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Fig. 2. Code patterns used for the coding process.
The coded object is correlated with an operation
kernel consisting of several dots, e.g., lgiht spots, locat-
ed at specific lattice points. The result is the over-
lapped version of the coded objects with lateral shifts.
The manner of overlapping is shown by a dot pattern.
The amount of shift by each dot is set to be half of the
amount of the size of the code pattern (column 3). The
resultant image is called a correlated image. The sig-
nals sampled at the centers of individual pixels in the
correlated image give the result of a product term
operation for values of a pixel and its neighbors (col-
umn 4). A product term operation is defined as a
logical operation expressed by a logical product of
logical variables Pi and their negations Pi.10
The specific product term operation to be performed
is designated by the corresponding operation kernel.
Figure 3 indicates examples of relations between oper-
ation kernels and corresponding product term opera-
tions. The result is expressed by dark-true logic.
Dark-true logic is logic that a dark light signal has
assigned as true.'
Parallel product term operations can be easily im-
plemented using any optical correlation system. As
presented in Ref. 5, a shadow-casting system com-
posed of a point source array, an input transparency,
and a screen is available for these purposes.
Here it should be noted that any logical operation
can be completed by executing an OR operation for
results of a sequence of product term operation, be-
OUTPUT
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Fig. 4. Concept of optical array logic: (a) optical array logic for two
2-D objects; (b) signal flow in logic array for an element pixel.
cause any logical operation can be divided into several
product term operations and an OR operation for them.
Unfortunately, the results of individual product term
operations are obtained sequentially by dark-true log-
ic. Therefore, we must use several nonlinear devices
to hold the intermediate results for the subsequent OR
operation.
The method described above is based on the concept
of array logic.6 Array logic is a technique of construct-
ing any logic function using a circuit element with
array structure like an electronic memory device
(called a logic array). However, the optically imple-
mented logic is different from array logic in electronics
because of its parallelism, namely, any logical opera-
tion for a pixel and its neighbors is executed spatially
with the help of the array logic concept, and this opera-
tion can be executed independently for all pixels in the
input object in parallel. Hence we named this parallel
logical operation optical array logic.8
Figure 4 illustrates the optical array logic concept.
Figure 4(a) shows the optical array logic for two 2-D
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Fig. 5. Conceptual diagram of the optical parallel array logic sys-
tem.
objects in which one logic array element is exhibited.
Figure 4(b) depicts the spatial signal flow in the logic
array for an element pixel. An operation kernel in Fig.
1 corresponds to a pattern of nodes in an optical logic
array.
Optical array logic is useful for defining and execut-
ing parallel neighborhood operations for 2-D objects.
In optical array logic, any neighborhood operation can
be uniquely defined by a set of operation kernels; it is
simply implemented in parallel using an optical corre-
lation technique together with an appropriate image
coding method,8 so that a parallel computing system
constructed on the basis of optical array logic will be an
efficient system with a simple architecture. The sys-
tem centers around a parallel processing unit execut-
ing parallel neighborhood operations with optical ar-
ray logic. The OPALS is the optical parallel digital
computing system designed on this idea.
Figure 5 is a conceptual diagram of the OPALS.
The system, consisting of a loop processor and an
input/output port, can execute iterative processing for
a binary object. The main functions implementable
on the OPALS are logical neighborhood operations.
Functions of operations can be changed during itera-
tion.
The OPALS can also implement cellular logic,9
which is becoming popular in digital image processing.
Cellular logic is an operation which converts struc-
tured data P(ij) into new structures Q(ij) pixel by
pixel according to the values of a pixel and its nearest
neighbors in the original data where (ij) express pixel
coordinates. To execute cellular logic, processing ar-
rays and large memory elements are required; there-
fore, practical electronic systems for implementing
this logic become generally sophisticated and expen-
sive. Furthermore, it is difficult to increase the num-
ber of processing points once the system is construct-
ed.
The OPALS has the ability to overcome these draw-
backs. Since a simple optical method is used to imple-
ment logical operations in the OPALS, optical cellular
logic systems can be constructed much more inexpen-
sively than electronic ones. In addition, it is not diffi-
cult to make a system capable of processing images
consisting of 1000 by 1000 Pixels if spatial light modu-
lators with high resolution ire employed.
Unfortunately, the OPP, E.S needs a coding process
in the loop processor, so th t high throughputs of the
system cannot be expected unless a skillful coding
technique is developed. In Sec. III a version of the
OPALS is presented, in which a dynamic coding meth-
od using spatial light modulators and a dynamic opti-
cal correlation technique are utilized.
Ill. Implementation of the Optical Parallel Array Logic
System
The unavoidable drawback for achieving the
OPALS is the necessity of image coding.7 8 Although
two coding techniques have already been presented,7
both techniques still have problems from the point of
view of practical use. They are limitations of spatial
resolution, necessity for a transparent type of spatial
light modulator, lack of efficient methods of feedback
of intermediate processed signals, etc. To solve these
problems, we consider a dynamic coding method using
liquid crystal light valves (LCLVs) such as Hughes
LCLVs and an optical correlation technique using a
multifocus imaging system. Then we propose an opti-
cal version of the OPALS as one example of optical-di-
gital computing systems.
A. Dynamic Coding Method
Image coding required in the OPALS is the process
of converting each pair of pixels at the corresponding
positions in two input objects into any one of four code
patterns in Fig. 2 according to a combination of their
values. For convenience, we explain the process of
dynamic coding for a pair of pixels, aij and bij, in two
input objects. Code patterns are obtained from lin-
early polarized light in a cell which is modulated by
LCLVs; here, we call the square area around a pixel a
cell.
Let us assume that LCLVs with liquid crystal mole-
cules in a 450 twisted nematic configuration can be
used in the coding process. 1 2 This device can act as a
reflection type of halfwave plate controlled by a 2-D
image signal. When no light signal is incident on the
write side of a LCLV, the readout light (linearly polar-
ized light) preserves its polarization after reflection, as
shown in Fig. 6. On the other hand, when the write
light signal illuminates the write side of the LCLV,
polarization of the reflected readout light is perpendic-
ular to that of the incident readout light (linearly po-
larized light).
Figure 7 depicts the coding process for an element
cell. The procedures of cell coding are as follows:
First, linearly polarized light (column 1) passes
through filter a. The lower half of the cell is a half-
wave plate and the upper half is an isotropic glass.
Polarization of light beams transmitted through upper
and lower halves of the cell are perpendicular to each
other (column 2). Second, the linearly polarized light
is incident on the readout side of LCLV b. Assuming
that one pixel signal, aij, is supplied to the write side of
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Fig. 6. Function of liquid crystal light valve: (a) no light is incident
on the write side; (b) write light is incident on the write side.
LCLV b, the direction of polarization of the reflected
light rotates according to the pixel value of aij (column
3). The polarized light beam is converted into an
intermediary code pattern through analyzer c which
transmits vertically polarized light alone (column 4).
The light passing through analyzer c is modulated by
the second filter d and the second LCLV e in the same
manner as for filter a and LCLV b (columns 5 and 6).
Filter d consists of two parts: the right half is a half-
wave plate and the left half is an isotropic glass. The
LCLV e is controlled by the signal bij. As a result,
modulated light beams describing any one of four code
patterns in Fig. 2 are obtained through analyzer f ac-
cording to a combination of values of the pixels aij and
bij (column 7).
This coding process can be executed for all cells in
the input object in parallel. In this case, gratings
consisting of strips of halfwave plates must be used as
filters a and d. The imaging system utilized must be
adjusted so that the spatial resolution of processed
signals matches that of the LCLVs.
B. Optical Correlation by a Multifocus Imaging System
Code patterns obtained by the dynamic coding
method are self-luminous. Therefore, a multifocus
imaging system is used for the optical correlation in-
stead of a shadow-casting system. Figure 8(a) shows
one example of such an imaging system, consisting of
an assembly of small pieces of prisms, an optical shut-
ter array, and an imaging lens. As shown in Fig. 8(b),
the switching state of the optical shutter corresponds
to an operation kernel designating a product term
operation. Thus the product term operations can be
STATUS OF OPTICAL
SHUTTER ARRAY
CORRESPONDING
OPERATION KERNEL
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Fig. 8. Optical correlation by a multifocus imaging system: (a)
optical setup; (b) function of optical shutter array.
dynamically changed by controlling the state of the
shutter array.
The point spread function of the multifocus imaging
system is given by
2M+1 2N+1
h(x,y) = E E 6(x - md,y - nd),
m=-2M n-2N
(1)
where 2M + 1 and 2N + 1 are pixel dimensions of both
sides of a neighborhood area, the various Wmn indicate
the switching state of the optical shutter, (x,y) is the
Dirac delta function, and d is a half of the cell size.
In this system, the light signal departing from a
specific pixel in the object plane can propagate
through free space to the pixels in the image plane
designated by Eq. (1). This free space propagation is
performed in parallel for every cell in the object. Thus
the multifocus imaging system can act as a kind of
space-invariant interconnection system, which con-
nects all pixels in the object plane to those in the image
plane by a specific interconnection mode. The inter-
connection mode is dynamically reconfigurable by
controlling the switching state of the shutter array,
that is, it is changeable by programming. This pro-
grammability is one of the most important functions in
the implementation of the OPALS presented in this
paper.
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C. Latch Devices
As discussed in Sec. II, the OR operation in optical
array logic is implemented by a processing sequence:
detecting dark signals, inverting its state, and latching
it. The result of this operation depends on the input
signals history, namely, once a dark signal is put in, the
result changes into true, otherwise it holds the initial
state, or false. Figure 9(a) shows a function table for
the desired operation, and Fig. 9(b) is the circuit that
carries out this operation for an element pixel. In the
table, output is expressed by bright-true logic.1 The
CLR signal is used to initiate the output state of the
operation; in electronics this circuit is called an S-R
type flip-flop.1'
Although the dynamic coding method can produce
code patterns dynamically, the state of input objects
during a sequence of product term operations must be
preserved. For this purpose, latch devices holding
input objects are also needed; this device is called a D-
type flip-flop.
It should be noted that these flip-flops must be
arranged to hold 2-D structures in the OPALS, name-
ly, a number of flip-flops have to operate independent-
ly to keep individual pixel data in the object in parallel.
At present, we do not know how to achieve such paral-
lel flip-flops. Key techniques or parallel devices avail-
able for such a purpose will be produced by future
investigations on optical memory devices and optical
parallel sequential logic.
D. Achievable Version of the OPALS
Figure 10 represents a proposed version of the
OPALS; this system can be constructed using the com-
ponents described in the previous sections. A binary
object is fed to the loop processor through an input
port. After encoding the object, product term opera-
tions are executed by a multifocus imaging system.
When the sequence of product term operations is com-
pleted, the output signals stored in the S-R type flip-
flop device, or OR device, provide the result of one
parallel neighborhood operation. This image can be
monitored through a beam splitter.
For iterative processing, the output image is fed
back to the D-type flip-flop device and changes its
state. Then the data stored in the D-type flip-flop
device are transferred to LCLV b. The D-type flip-
flop device still holds them during the next sequence of
product term operations. If the subsequent operation
requires another input object with the fed-back image,
the second object can be fed to the system from the
input port, synchronizing the feedback timing. The
result of the iteration is obtained when a stated criteri-
on is fulfilled. It is obvious from Fig. 10 that we need
not take account of light attenuation during iterative
processing.
IV. Discussion
The version of the OPALS described in this paper
needs several spatial light modulators. When we con-
struct a practical system, the response time of such
spatial light modulators will be the most important
INPUT CLR OUTPUT
BRIGHT BRIGHT NO CHANGE
BRIGHT DARK DARK
DARK BRIGHT BRIGHT
DARK DARK NOT STABLE
( )
INPUT
CLR
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Fig. 9. Operation of an OR device: (a) function table; (b) corre-
sponding circuit.
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Fig. 10. Example of an optical version of the OPALS.
factor in determining the system's performance.
Some comments should be made at this point.
The devices used for product term operations must
have the fastest response time because product term
operations are the fundamental processing in the
OPALS, which is executed most frequently. Thus the
method executing fast product term operations holds
the key to implementing the OPALS.
However, this system has advantages compared with
parallel random logic systems8 that use spatial light
modulators merely as monofunctional gate devices.
Namely, the OPALS can execute much more compli-
cated operations within the same time slot than can a
random logic system consisting of monofunctional
gates. If the same number of spatial light modulators
are used for both systems, performance of the OPALS
will be much better than that of a parallel random logic
system.
From the point of view of a computational architec-
ture, use of latch devices restricts total performance of
the OPALS because they prevent information carriers
from running free. Thus systems excluding such latch
devices are more desirable. Unfortunately, use of the
S-R type flip-flop device for OR operations is indis-
pensable in the OPALS. However, if a sequence of
product term operations is executed in a very short
time and pulse-driven operation is achieved, the D-
type flip-flop device can be substituted merely by de-
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lay line. If so, system performance will be greatly
improved.
Furthermore, although the OPALS is deisgned for
processing binary objects, this system is also applica-
ble to gray-level objects if an appropriate thresholding
technique is established. In addition, if an S-R type
flip-flop device, which can threshold intensity at any
level, is developed, the OPALS will be able to achieve
more complicated operations.
V. Conclusion
We have proposed an example of a pure optical
version of the OPALS. However, the O" ALS is still a
conceptual system, so we may design other versions of
the OPALS. Seeking the most preferable and the
most achievable system is our future work. We hope
the OPALS becomes a prototype for optical-digital
computing systems.
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